Rainwater system
2015 | Complete with
guttering and downpipes.

For houses, holiday homes, garages, sheds, agriculture & industry under construction, renovation or extension.

Gutters
& downpipes
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Aim higher,
choose Plannja quality!
Plannja has brought together everything you need in the way of gutters,
downpipes, gutter brackets and innovative accessories under the designation
rainwater systems. They provide reliable solutions and minimize the risk
of damage caused by water and damp to walls, plinths and foundations.
Mere light rain of around one millimetre per hour on a 100 sq m roof will
result in 500 litres of water in five hours. A downpour of 50 millimetres
is equivalent to 5,000 litres.
Reliable function and aesthetic setting
But rainwater systems are not just about leading rain and melt water away,
they're also about putting the façade in an elegant setting e.g. by accenting
colours on gutters and downpipes. Or by allowing silver metallic gutters
to add a shine to your house. At Plannja we make products in hot dip
galvanized steel and aluminium. There are nine colours in trendy aluzinc
and classic copper. Your local hardware store will help you customize a
solution to protect and grace your buildings.
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Rainwater systems that last a lifetime
Water is hard; a single stubborn drip can hollow out a stone.
Which is why we make the Plannja rainwater systems range from
high-grade hot dip galvanized steel.
And to further extend product life we coat the
steel on both sides with a layer of Hard Coat Glossy – an
extremely durable thin layer coating.
Plannja rainwater systems withstand the seasonal challenges
that rain, snow, ice, and melt water bring. All you need to do is
rid the gutters of leaves and other rubbish from time to time.
The water will flow exactly as intended. Year in, year out.

Steel sheet

Hard Coat Glossy

Zinc coating

Primer

Pretreatment layer

Complete range for total solutions
Plannja rainwater systems comprise a complete range
of products with everything you need for efficient
rainwater drainage. Many of the components are
available in different versions to suit widely dissimilar conditions and aesthetic preferences.

There are rainwater experts at your hardware
store who will happily share their knowledge of
our products with you. They will provide good
advice according to the conditions that apply to
your house. The store will also help you customize
a perfect, complete construction kit.

PA RTS TO RELY ON COME R A IN , COME SHINE
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Adjustable
bracket

Strainer for
street inlet

Rain drain

Rainwater systems are not just about leading rain and melt water
away from a building, they're also about putting the façade in an
elegant setting e.g. by accenting colours on gutters and downpipes. Plannja has brought together everything you need in the way
of gutters, downpipes, gutter brackets and innovative accessories
under the designation rainwater systems. We manufacture using
hot dip galvanized steel, aluminium or copper. Your local hardware
store will help you customize a solution to protect and grace your
buildings. Hard Coat is now also available on our rainwater programme. The coating is a glossy variety called Hard Coat Glossy.
This is a step in an eco-friendly direction. Our new coating is available in all the colours shown on the right.

COLOU RS , STEEL

01 Black

45 Silver metallic

80 White

Plannja Rainwater Systems in Aluminium are for everyone whose
house is exposed to salty coastal winds; it is the logical choice when
selecting aluminium roof tiles (refer to profiles and roof tiles in
aluminium in this catalogue). Plannja Rainwater Systems in Aluminium are available in three colours, 01 black, 80 white and 45 silver
metallic.

Aluzinc

20 Dark Grey

22 Dark Red

15 Dark Silver Metallic

42 maroon

55 Copper metallic
(available in a limited range of
products)

56 Dark Brown

45 Silver metallic

Copper

Standard | Steel and Aluminium

Tradition | Steel

Square | Steel
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REC TANGUL A R PA RTS
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Soft rainwater systems in rectangular designs
Plannja rainwater systems are available in round,
semicircular and rectangular designs.
Rectangular gutters harmonize easily with the
roof's and building's angles. Combining Plannja's
rectangular gutters with round pipes creates new
aesthetic possibilities.
Plannja's rectangular rainwater systems match all
kinds of roofs and roofing. They are just as functional

Easy to calculate.
Easy to install.
Attaching brackets and installing gutters and pipes
is no big deal. But make thorough preparations, that
way it will be easier to order the right goods and the
proper lengths.
Plannja's rainwater products are suitable for all
roofs. The size of your roof determines the dimensions of your gutters and downpipes. The greater
your roof area, the wider the gutters.
We recommend you follow the directions on
the following pages, that way you'll have a helping
hand when calculating requirements for materials
and installation. They also provide a clear presentation of all of the rainwater system products with
illustrations and dimensions.
Good luck!
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and easy to install as our rounded rainwater systems.
They are also economical and good looking.
To increase product lifetime the steel is coated on
both sides with a hard-wearing thick-layer coating.
Plannja rainwater systems truly withstand the seasonal
challenges rain, snow, ice, and melt water bring.

GENERAL PREPARATIONS, RAINWATER SYSTEM
Measure the roof
Measure the length and breadth of each half of the roof. If the area is less
than 75 m2, use gutters with a width of 100 mm and pipes with a
diameter of 75 or 90 mm. If the area is 75–125 m2, use gutters with a
width of 125 mm and pipes with a diameter of 90 mm.
There are gutters with a width of 150 mm and downpipes with diameters
of 100 mm for roofs with even larger areas.

Number of downpipes
Count on each downpipe being able to handle a gutter length of 10
meters. Houses with hipped roofs should always be fitted with two
downpipes per long side and a gutter with a width of 125 m. Locate the
downpipes on L-shaped houses as illustrated. Use gutters that are suitable
for the roof area.

Dimensioning for rainwater systems
Gutters
Plannja table
Roof area max m2

≤ 75

≤ 125

≤ 200

≤ 275

Select gutter

100

125

150

R 125

rectangular*

Rectangular gutters are given a cross-sectional area at least equivalent to semicircular.
Downpipes
Example
L = 18 m
B=9m
A = 162 m2

Table
Roof area m2

≤ 80

≤ 125

≤ 180

≤ 230

≤ 300

75

90

100

110

120

Select downpipe

Downpipe
locations

Pitched roof

L-shaped roof

Hip roof

Begin by measuring where the gutter brackets will be attached. Then install the gutter brackets, gutters and downpipes.
How to measure:
For distances of 10 metres, one downpipe is enough. The brackets are distributed
as illustrated in fig. 1 below, and are marked 1, 2, 3 and so forth. Install the first
and last brackets 10 cm from the edge of the roof. For distances greater than 10
metres, 2 downpipes are required. The brackets are distributed as illustrated in fig.
2 below and are marked 1–1, 2–2 and so forth. Install brackets 1–1 about 30 cm
from the centre and the last brackets around 10 cm from the edge of the roof.
Screw short brackets directly into the fascia board. If the fascia board is not installed
plumb the short
bracket may be bent or a
2 . 100 600 600 600 600 mm
specially adapted short
bracket for 27° pitches may
be used or either of the two
compact fittings.
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Slope
Downpipe

Tools
There are no extraordinary tools required for installing
Plannja Rainwater system, just a rubber hammer, pliers, screwdriver,
a file, ruler, line (or cord) and a bracket bender. Bracket
benders can be rented from your local hardware store.
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100 mm

100 600 600 600 600 mm
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Downpipe

House length up to 10 m – 1 downpipe
Example: 10 m/0.6 m = 18 brackets
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2

1

1

1

Slope

2

3

4

5

100 mm

6
Slope

House length 10–20 m – 2 downpipes
Example: 20 m/0.6 m = 34 brackets

Downpipe
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GUTTER BRACKETS

GUTTERS

A gutter bracket is required every
60 cm to support the gutter. Install
the gutter sloping toward the
downpipe; the slope must be
2,5 mm/m. To achieve a degree of
self-cleaning, the incline should be
5–7 mm/m. Gutter brackets should
be installed as illustrated to reduce
the effect of snow slides.

First mark out how far from the
end of the gutter to place the
downpipe.
Make two angled cuts so that the
opening is around 10 cm. Bend the
edges down into the hole to
improve the run-off.
Slide the folded edge into the
gutter outlet. Slide the outlet
toward the back and fold over the
tabs, The gutter’s rounded lip
must face outwards.

Long brackets
Bend the long brackets so that
the gutter has an incline. Do the
following:
1 2 3 4 osv
• Mark the base line as illustrated,
place the brackets together and
mark the base line on the first
and last brackets.
• Roof length/5 mm per
metre gives the total incline,
which is marked on the last 		
Example Building length
bracket.
10 metres
• Draw a line between the base line
Incline/m 5 mm = 50 mm
and the incline measurement as 		
illustrated.
• Number the brackets and bend them
using a bracket bender.
Fasten the brackets with screws.

Install the universal end plate by
twisting it into the gutter’s
rounded lip. Apply a bead of
sealant and press the end plate
into the gutter. Hammer the cover
into position.

The Combi end plate is installed by
pushing it onto the gutter. The
end plate is secured as illustrated.
Finish off by folding the gutter
end plate’s free point in with a
twist of the thumb (see fig.).

Short brackets, compact brackets and adjustable
brackets
Mark the slope with the aid of line (cord).
Screw the hooks into
the fascia board.
Screw into
fascia board.

Line
Adjustable brackets
Measure the eaves angle (1). Fix the bracket in the correct position
(2), bend it and lock the U-bracket securely in position. At eaves
angles of 0–18°, bend the U-bracket inwards (3), and outwards (4)
at 22–45°. You can test the suitability of the angle by holding the
bracket against the fascia board and checking with a plumb line.
Then adjust the remaining brackets into the same position as the
first. Adjustable brackets are installed using 4 screws.

1

2

Cut the gutter to the correct
length and hang it in the brackets.
Press the gutter to the front edge
of the brackets and twist over the
front lip. Then twist the gutter
down and lock it into the rear lip.
If you are using Plannja U-brackets
or Compact brackets, put the
gutter into the front of the
bracket. Then press down the
gutter so that it is fixed into
position by the stop tab at the
back of the bracket.
If you use adjustable brackets,
place the gutter at the back of the
bracket first. Then press the front
edge of the gutter down and lock
it into place with the front tongue.

0°

45°

3

0-18°
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4

22-45°

Join gutters using gutter joins.
Slide the gutters together. Position
the gutter join on the back edge
and press it onto the gutter. Fold
the lock down onto the gutter
using the palm of the hand.

STRAIGHT CONNECTOR

OUTLET
Outlet
The outlet is installed when the downpipe is
not connected to a surface water pipe.
Attach the diverter with screws or pop rivets.

The length of the straight connector –
the pipe between the two elbows – is
measured as follows.
Press the upper pipe elbow (1) onto the
gutter outlet and align it with the
intended downpipe location.

1

Hold up the lower elbow (2) and align it
Len
with the upper elbow. The distance
gh
t+
between the elbow and the wall should
10
be 35 mm.
cm
Adjust the elbows so that they align
with each other. Use the rule as a
straight edge. Measure the distance
between the elbows and add 10 cm.

Extension pipe, drain trap, self-cleaning
leaf trap, connectors
Drain traps and leaf traps prevent trash from
ending up in the surface water drains. Drain
traps are fitted with or without extension
pipes.
Self-cleaning leaf traps are installed directly
between the downpipe and surface water
drain. Connectors are available for different
dimensions of surface water drainage pipes.

2

Straight connector

The straight connector is available in 0.5 metre lengths with shrunk ends.
Cut downpipes can also be used for buildings with deep eaves.
Recommended attachment of elbows to the gutter outlet and drain pipe
is with 2 pcs pop rivets or equivalent.

Drain diverter, drain strainer
The drain diverter is used between the
downpipe and the surface water drain.
A drain strainer is installed directly into the
surface water drain to prevent trash from
blocking it.

PIPE BRACKET

Pipe
bracket

Install the pipe bracket 10 cm below
the lower elbow. Pipe brackets are
available for brick and wooden walls.
Pre-drill holes in stone/brick walls for
the strap pins.
Drill into the mortar, not into the brick.
The distance between pipe brackets
should be max 2 metres. Fit the pipe
components together and connect
them to the gutter outlet. Check that
the downpipe is straight and adjust the
length as necessary.

Foldable diverter, leaf strainer with
rainwater branch
Do you want to collect rainwater?
Install a foldable diverter onto the downpipe
or connect a rainwater branch pipe to a hose
so that water can be piped to flowers and
shrubs.

ACCESSORIES

The wood pipe bracket is screwed onto the
wall. The stone pipe bracket is hung onto
the pin and is fastened by bending it
around the protruding pin and the lower
edge of the pin plate.
The downpipe is fitted into the bracket and
locked by turning the lock button a half turn
clockwise with a screwdriver.
To remove, open the pipe bracket by turning the lock button anti-clockwise a half turn and then insert the screwdriver into one of the detachment holes in order to release the button.

Downpipe branch
The branch is used for draining several roofs
via the same downpipe.

Overflow protection
The overflow protection prevents
water overflowing at inside corners.
Also available as straight overflow
protection.
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Runwater system
Plannja

Gutters with accessories

GUTTER BRACKETS

101 Gutter
L=2, 3, 4, 5, 6 m
D=100, 125, 150

106 | 107 Gutter bracket
L=210 mm, D=100, 125, 150 mm
L=160 mm, D=100, 125, 150 mm

102 Gutter angle, inner
D=100, 125, 150 mm
Custom angles available

108 Gutter bracket
L=70 mm		
D=100, 125, 150 mm

103 Gutter angle, outer		
D=100, 125, 150 mm
Custom angles available
115 Stop end – UNI		
D=100, 125, 150 mm

114 Stop end – left / right		
D=100, 90, 125 mm

142 Gutter clip		
D=100, 125, 150 mm

110 Gutter bracket, 27°
D=100, 125, 150 mm
166 Self locking bracket
L=210 mm
D=100, 125, 150 mm
167 Self locking bracket
L=175 mm		
D=100, 125, 150 mm
168 Self locking bracket
L=70 mm		
D=100, 125, 150 mm
169 Compact bracket
D=100, 125, 150 mm

111 | 112 | 113 Hopper head
Fits all current combinations
of gutters and pipes

190 Adjustable bracket		
D=100, 125, 150 mm

116 Splash guard, inner angle

480 Hook bending tool

117 Splash guard, straight.
To gutter 125

Downpipes with accessories

460 Cleaning extension shaft		
L=2000 mm
430 Strap

215 Offset bend, 60°
D=110, 120 mm

216 Offset bend, 70°
D=75, 90, 100 mm

290 Offset bend, 60°
D=110, 120 mm

		

293 Offset bend, 70°
D=75, 90, 100 mm
		

L=Length. D=Dimension.
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Runwater system
Plannja

Downpipes and accessories (cont.)
219 Straight connector
L=500 mm
D=75, 90, 100, 110, 120 mm

456 Down pipe leaf trap

220 Downpipe
L=1; 2; 2.5; 3; 4; 5; 6 m
D=75, 90, 100, 110, 120 mm

458 Self-cleaning leaf traps

221 Down pipe joint		
D=75, 90, 100 mm
223 Pipe bracket,
Wooden wall
D=75, 90, 100, 120 mm
222 Pipe bracket,
Masonry wall, pins not included
D=75, 90, 100, 120 mm

457 Reducer

461 RainDrain
L=3600 mm

427 Nail for pipe bracket on brick wall
L=125, 175, 250, 300 mm
426 Screw for pipe bracket on brick wall
L= 125, 300 mm

226 Outlet
D=75, 90, 100, 110, 120 mm

292 Outlet angular
D=75, 90, 100, 110, 120 mm

227 Drain outlet
D=75, 90, 100, 110, 120 mm
238 Hopper
D=90, 100, 110, 120 mm

Rectangular rainwater systems
343 Gutter
L=3 m
344 Short bracket

345 Long bracket

245 Offset bend 70°

D=75, 90, 100 mm
346 Gutter outlet

241 Foldable outlet
D=75, 90, 100 mm

348 | 349 Gutter angle – inner/outer

350 Gutter joint

228 Connector for reducer
D=75, 90, 100 mm

354 Gutter end, right/left

450 Strainer for street inlet
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One Plannja telephone number is all you need: +46 10 516 10 00.
Göteborg, Flöjelbergsgatan 20 B, SE-431 37 Mölndal. Tel +46 10 516 10 00. Fax +46 31 67 02 90.

www.plannja.com
The information in this brochure was valid at the time of publication and is intended to provide a general guide to product application.
We reserve the right to make changes in the course of continued development and product changes during the year. Stated information and data may not be
understood to constitute a guarantee without specific written confirmation. The colour illustrations in our printed matter should be taken as indications only.
Ask for sheet samples for correct colour reproduction.
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